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Implementing best practices is not an easy task in fast-growing construction 
companies. Team members are accustomed to tracking projects through their 
own methods or with simpler tools that no longer meet  company’s needs.

Successful adoption of best practices can not only increase productivity, but 
also bring higher revenue and profit margins.

Below are some best practices for maximizing success within construction.

Find Your Niche

There are so many different areas of contracting – if there's something in which you specialize, make that 
known. Promoting your company as superior in one area, whether it is window installation or roof 
repair, is a great way to ensure that you're the one a client calls when the window cracks or the roof starts 
to leak. Even if you're a general contractor, you can still offer a more broad spectrum of services while 
branding your company as "the best" in A, B or C.   

Prioritize Customer Service

When hiring employees, it's obviously important to determine whether or not they have the necessary 
contracting skills. It is also critical to ensure that they can provide quality customer service.

Your clients will remember the work that was done for them, and they will remember how they were 
treated during the process. Assembling a team of people who will give your clients respect, patience and 
understanding will go a long way in getting your business repeat customers as well as valuable referrals.
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Best Practices For Building A Successful Construction Company

Market Your Company

Speaking of branding, you'll want to be sure you are always marketing your company. Although it's 
great when you can acquire clients through word of mouth (which will happen if you offer top-notch 
service), developing a clever marketing strategy is a promising way to grow your business even further. 
Applying some simple branding tools can really help to get your company's name out there so that 
people think of you when they need a contractor.

Build A Referral Network

Often, people who are upgrading or remodeling their home are great candidates for other services. 
General contractors, interior designers, pool providers and similar types of companies all make great 
referral partners for subcontractors. For example, if you specialize in one type of landscaping, like lawn 
care, some of your best referral sources may be landscape companies with a different specialty. Do a 
reach-out campaign to established local contractors with whom you can create relationships and pass 
business back and forth. For general contractors, try reaching out to your subs and vendors.

Manage All Jobs By The Budget

Create a job budget that outlines anticipated job costs. Then, use a good job cost-reporting system to 
measure performance against the budget. Remember the job budget never includes overhead or profit 
and the labour costs in the budget represent true labour costs, not billing rates.

Track Change Orders

Change orders can make or break a job, because doing extra work without getting paid for it erodes or 
eliminates profit. Track and invoice changes or additions on a regular basis.  Clearly communicate with 
the customer all changes in overall job price and completion date, so there are no unpleasant surprises 
for either party at the end of the job.

Acccount For Labour Utilization

Field employees may be key to job completion, but their time isn’t 100% billable. For example, if 
you pay a field worker for 2,080 hours (40 hours per week x 52 weeks) but are only billing 
customers for 1,850 hours, the employee utilization rate (1850 billable hours divided by 2080 paid 
hours) is just under 89%. When you are estimating labor for a job, take this into account.

Review Gross Profit Margin On Each Job

Gross profit is total job revenue minus total job costs. This shows the amount of money for each job 
that is left over to cover overhead expenses and contribute to profit. Gross margin is a percentage (gross 
profit divided by total revenue) that represents how much of the incoming dollars are gross profit. 
Converting gross profit (a dollar amount) to gross margin (a percentage) allows you to compare relative 
profitability of different size jobs.
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Since 1999, Constructive Solutions has helped over 700 construction companies across Canada 
achieve their business goals. Contact us today to learn more:

http://www.acumatica.com
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